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Every child either wants to be a Disney princess or be with one (maybe even both).
Artist Tim Shumate appeals to the latter with his Tattooed Princesses’ series: a
collection of Disney favourites transformed into pinup bombshells. And if sci-fi is
more your thing, he’s also done a smouldering Princess Leia just for you. 

These stunning photos of sleeping insects were taken
by physiotherapist and amateur photographer
Miroslaw Swietek at 3am in a forest right next to his
home. To achieve these remarkable close-ups, he
used a torch to create the lighting and placed his
camera and flash just millimeters from the
motionless insects. Read more

S.C.U.M are anything but.
No, their debut album,
Again Into Eyes is a
triumphant arrival, full of
slick pop gems with a hard
electro edge. We have 5
copies to giveaway to
randomly selected LAEM
readers who are also our
Facebook Friends. To
enter, be our Facebook
Friend and leave the name
of the city you’re in below
this post. Read more

Using Kyoko Hashimoto’s
popular design, these
acrylic earrings are made
with unique hand formed
sterling silver sleepers that
make them light enough for
everyday wear. Part of
Kyoko’s collection, I Blame
the Uni, (pronounced ‘oo-
nee’, the Japanese name for
sea urchin) and inspired by
her experiences in the
underground club scene of
Tokyo. Read more
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Lost At E Minor aims to keep you ahead of the curve
with our collective of writers scattered across the
globe. But to keep improving, we need to know more
about you. So it would be a huge help if you could
spend just a few minutes (we promise) to complete
a short reader survey. It’s painless and anonymous.
Heck, you might even enjoy it. [Do the LAEM Reader
Survey here]

I don’t care if Jimmy Hendrix was dragged kicking
and screaming from where he lies, put through a
torrid round of detox, and handed an invisible guitar
– a Flying V carved out of the bones of Robert
Johnson. It would still pale in comparison to this.

Read more

On my recent visit to Barcelona, my love for Animal
Farm led me to the Plaça de Geroge Orwell. There I
discovered Oviso. The tiny café features hand
painted walls and low wooden benches, where
inhabitants enjoy great coffee for €1 and discuss
music, beer, photography and the hordes of tourists
that bustle just beyond the quiet square.
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Tagged: Disney princesses, pin up girls, Star Wars, tattoos, Tim Shumate

------- 
This post was written by a Lost At E Minor reader. Share your cultural finds with our
readers too! 
-------

Nice doodle. That's a photorealistic line drawing of a cat riding a
bicycle, right? You should sign up for our free email newsletter.

We're digging the content on SheGoes, a blog all about interesting
travel trivia, travel inspiration and first-hand unpaid reviews from
people just like you. The world is a big, fascinating, beautiful place.
SheGoes is all about arming you with exploration information.

RELATED

Star Trek and Star Wars bedtime books

The title of Best Mom Ever has officially been won. Julie made her
babies these Star Trek and Star Wars felt activity books. With a couple
of tribbles, er, quibbles, I have to say these are possibly the only

Sponsored by Westfield    

One of my favourite curated art blogs is Booooooom!
The site is based in my backyard of Vancouver and
features a wide variety of different visual artforms,
whether its paintings, photography, design work, and
sometimes even videos. I find that I’m always
inspired when I visit this site. I think Jeff, the site’s
creator and curator, and I have really similar tastes.

Driven by a wide spectrum of influences, the music
of Brass Bed moves easily through an eclectic mix of
genres: from alt-country ballads and progressive rock
hooks, to sticky-sweet, heart-felt lyrics, and
dissonant experimental freak-outs. As some wise folk
have noted, it’s kinda like a cross between The
Beach Boys and The Flaming Lips. Now, how could
that be a bad thing? We have two of their songs —
Olivia [listen below] and Polar Bird — available for
free download in the Music Download section in the
third column of Lost At E Minor.

Audio clip: Adobe Flash Player (version 9 or
above) is required to play this audio clip.
Download the latest version here. You also need to
have JavaScript enabled in your browser.

[Advertise here]
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MUSIC DOWNLOADS

Émilie Simon — Ballad of
the Big Machine

BOBBY — Sore Spores

Delay Trees —
Tarantula/Holding On

Fixers — Crystal
(Memory Tapes remix)

German Error Message
— Reaching Out

Hospital Ships — Love or
Death

Marianne Faithful — Why
Did We Have To Part?

Matt Bauer — Blacklight
Horses

Mothers of Gut — Wizard
Tree

Pearl and the Beard —
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books a toddler could ever need. Now I understand the hipster fetish
for Mormon Mommy Blogs. Sign me up for adoption. Read more

Alternate-universe Star Wars characters

Sillof’s Workshop, which specializes in custom action figures, dioramas,
props, and other such fan art, has created several stunning, alternate-
universe Star Wars characters. Read more

Mash-up of Spoonful of Sugar and The Imperial March

Ever notice that Spoonful of Sugar and The Imperial March (Darth
Vader’s Theme) are eerily similar? This mash-up from statikluft
combines video and audio from Mary Poppins and Star Wars, making a
creepily convincing case that the beloved nanny may have a dark side.
YouTube artist Stephanie Boone also contributes a chorus (along with
Julie Andrews, of course.)

Also by CONTRIBUTIONS

Soju: a new band out of Manila

Straight from the Pearl of the Orient (go ahead, Google it), you’d be
surprised about how much talent that place has to offer. Reminiscent
of Japanese band Toe, less than a month old band Soju wets your ears
with Tigah Mask!, which leaves you no choice but to sway your head
and get lost in the music.

Matt Huynh illustrates the Signs of Occupy Wall St

I visited the Occupy Wall Street protesters yesterday at Liberty Plaza
Park and drew every placard I could find on display. Here are the
results: high resolution A2 posters for free use. Just download and
print in black and white variants. Read more

Sometimes Cupcakes make everything better

This Girl Sylvia likes to photography pretty and feminine things, such
as cupcakes and lingerie. Read more

YOU'RE SAYING (0)

No comments yet.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Please be sure to enter your name and email before submitting this comment.
Please also refer to our comments policy.

Once upon a time there was a real connoisseur of
jeans, Hidehiko Yamane, as expert and demanding
as only certain Japanese ‘otaku’ can be.

Read more

WE'RE POSTING / SOME OF THE BEST

Doctor Who TARDIS zipper robe
Nerd-attack! Man, this TARDIS zipper
robe is so much cooler than any Star
Wars crap people are hawking this
days. This is for the true gangsta nerd.

Never ever, ever, ever, ever park
here
Some friendly advice for the
neighbours, who simply don’t get it, or
street art? You decide which one it is.

Joe Kievitt
It’s refreshing to see artists like Joe
Kievitt who are contented to explore
the beauty in simple forms and
asymmetrical patterns. Read more

Mika
A little infectious lollipop rock anyone?
Feel free to embarrass yourself singing
along at the stoplight. If the other
drivers give you that look, roll down
the windows and spread the love.

Sweetness

Skull Tape — Trans
Anthro

Sunshine Factory —
Lower Away (unplugged)

Tiger Bones – Kill Them

Vandaveer — Dig Down
Deep

World's End Girlfriend —
Les Enfants du Paradis

To download songs, right
click on link and select
“Save Target As” in IE or
“Save Link As” in Firefox.
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LANDCARPET
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Sponge Stud earrings

Tote Bag by House of
Things

Vs Mittens
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publishers and agencies to
develop strong content and
beautiful engaging websites.
Talk to us about partnering
up on your web projects.
iPhone Apps
We design stylish, flexible,
custom-branded iPhone
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Online Services
We use Rackspace Cloud
hosting. Our online store is
powered by Shopify 
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Audio clip: Adobe Flash Player
(version 9 or above) is required to
play this audio clip. Download the
latest version here. You also need to
have JavaScript enabled in your
browser.

Have A Lollipop! Bouquet
Get lost in a daydream or a craving for
something sweet while gazing at these
cool sculptures by Brooklyn-based
WiNK WiNK PONY. Made using clay,
tree bark, wood, and mossy moss.

DISCOVER MORE SO...
SEARCH: Can't find what you're looking for? Do a search..

 

IS IT GOOD FOR YOU TOO?

We hope you're enjoying your time on Lost At E Minor, but it's not over yet. Got
something to share? Tell us about it and we'll look to publish it. If you want to
have your work featured on the site, we'd love to hear from you. Pssst, we also
have an online store stocking some of the goodies we feature on the site.

If you're a media agency and want to use this platform to connect with our
readership, then drop us a line and tell us about it. Oh yeah, and we do
digital consulting for cool brands that want to reach the sort of demographic
that visits this site.
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